MICROSOFT KAIZALA
Program details as follows:Company Profile -WebCraft IT is an IT development company here we
inspire individuals and organizations to work more effectively and efficiently
with the help of the technology and create greater choice in the domain of
work, for the benefit of all concerned.
Internship Duration - 3 weeks to 5 weeks
Student Stipend - Up to 10 Thousand
Internship Certificate - Certificate from WebCraft IT and Microsoft KaiZala
Expert provided by Microsoft
Number of candidates - 3-10 Students (Final candidates after campus drive)
WebCraft IT - Kindly check attach documents to know about the company
Roles and responsibilities for Interns  Product Training involves in-depth knowledge sharing about Microsoft
and Microsoft product KaiZala, where students will be trained by skilled
representatives of Microsoft partners who are great management
personalities delivering their thoughts and understanding of Microsoft
KaiZala. This will be very much helpful for the student when we
aligned with big brands for their internship program.
 Products installation refers to product delivery, post completion of
product training with Microsoft partners, each candidate will be placed
with different clients of Microsoft where they will work on the product
implementation process of KaiZala with the organization and get realtime product installation experience.
 Engagement activity will be a major part of internship program where
the student will get fantastic opportunity to deal with the management
team of each organization where they have placed for product
delivery, they need to

 work along with management team of Microsoft clients and it best ever
experience for the client as well as for themselves.
 Product explanation will be the part of internship program where,
students need to explain Microsoft KaiZala product to the management
team of Microsoft clients, answer their queries about KaiZala, share
better knowledge about the product which they have learned during
their training with Microsoft experts.
 Report the issue to management, in any case, if the student face any
challenges in their internship program or they daily functioning at
clients place, they need to immediately report to the management or
the contact person who is the coordinator of the internship program.
 Daily reporting to management, here students need to share their
daily work reports to the management as well as with the internship
coordinator for their final assessment and certification, this will help
the student to get more rewards as well as appreciations from
Microsoft clients, Microsoft and WebCraft IT.
 100% attendance duration the internship
 6 Days working (So that student can make better utilization of time
and learn more about product, company, and process).
 Ensure if any candidate did not come after final selection or 2-3 days
later, the college will take strict action against the Student
 Certificate

and stipend only

deliver after completion internship

program
 Certificate from Microsoft KaiZala and WebCraft IT
 Kindly go through the about shared details and confirm the date of
campus drive along with sharing list of students who will be facing the
interviewers.

